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Mission statement
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enhance high quality
research output.

From The Pen Of Angela
Dear Researchers,
Welcome to our first edition for 2014! This
edition is huge! We feature great stories
about successful research grant recipients as
well as highlight some talented researchers.
Congratulations to Dr Stephanie Schurer for
her Australian Research Council Discovery
Early Career Researcher Award (DECRA); full
details on page 8.
Dr Pratima Srivastava was successful in
achieving an ARC Discovery Project over the
next three years and is congratulated for her
project with Curtin University of Technology;
full details on page 9.
Professional researcher Jane Fry talks us
through her research career, including her
personal highlights and offers us some
insights for new and emerging researchers.
Full story on page 2.
We showcase the research framing work of Dr
Larrissa Bamberry who offers insights into
creating a narrative in order to better
contextualise your research focus and
research career path. Full details on page 5.

Editor
Dr. Angela R. Dobele
(+61) 3 9925 5904
angela.dobele@rmit.edu.au
www.angeladobele.com

2013 was a big year for me with two visiting
Professors and related workshops and
presentations. The School of Economics,
Finance and Marketing hosted Professor
Linda Price and the Centre for Business
Education Research hosted Professor
Rebekah Russell-Bennett. While here, both
Professors gave presentations. Professor
Russell-Bennett presented her Reverse
Engineering Workshop (featured in our last
edition) and helped guide manuscripts across

the first hurdle and out for review. See page
6. Professor Price, from the University of
Arizona, presented two workshops, related to
being a researcher and on her research, and
worked with individual academics and
researchers to help shape and guide their
manuscripts and research plans. See page 7.
We also offer an extract from Dr Tseen Khoo’s
research blog looking at ways to make
research happen, with specific attention at
identifying and applying for grants. This
extract is presented on page 8.
As the year takes off, we turn our attention to
the next series of academic challenges. I am
excited about my new position as Deputy
Head, Research and Innovation for the School
of Economics, Finance and Marketing. I will
be working towards the main priority for EFM
(and indeed the whole Business College) to
become Globally Engaged. One of the
School’s strategic Positioning Projects is RMIT
Europe, a hub for research. And we will be
promoting two initial research clusters
Environmental and Social Well-Being and
Markets, Culture and Behaviour. That should
keep me busy! :-)
I wonder what excitement and challenges this
year will hold for us all? Remember, we are
here for each other. Good luck with your
research and stay in touch.
Warm regards,

Angela
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Interview With A Researcher with Jane Fry
1. Please tell me about your career path?

My highlights
include:
All those ‘aha!!!’ (or in some
cases ‘d’oh!!!’) moments —
like when you FINALLY work
out ... what those answers
really mean!

I started my career working as a research
assistant at Monash while studying. I worked
on several different projects with academics
in both the Department of Economics and the
Department of Econometrics.
Being eager to learn (and always up for
solving puzzles), I became fascinated with
whatever project I was given to work on — I
wasn’t fussy! One day it was testing the
efficiency of the market for agricultural
futures, the next was modelling consumer
demand systems.
A few years later when the research money
ran out, I moved to the Centre of Policy
Studies (also at Monash). There I worked on
contract research as part of a team (with the
occasional bit of academic research too).
Most of my work involved providing ‘back
room support’ for reports to government. So,
for example, I wrote programs to automate
the updating process of allocating aggregate
employment forecasts for Australia across
industries, occupations and states.
I also calculated conversion factors to enable
researchers to take projections of future
economic activity in Australia (by industry)
and produce corresponding projections of
greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide,
methane and nitrous oxide) as CO2equivalents.
Opportunities to do academic research were
a bit thin on the ground at that time, but I did

It’s important to
tailor your
presentations
If you are presenting your
research to influential and
important non-specialists you
have to speak their language,
you have to be non-technical
so they ‘get’ what you are on
about!

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

spend some time estimating a structural
econometric model of the factors influencing
interstate migration in Australia.
I decided to see what life was like outside the
university sector and took up a job as a
pricing analyst in Telstra. At the time, the
organisation was part-privatised but was still
subject to regulatory price controls on call
charges (and other things).
As a result, my ‘research’ became more
commercial and time critical! I estimated
price elasticities associated with various types
of phone calls and analysed mountains of
data on prices, accounts and call volumes to
ensure the company satisfied its external
regulatory requirements. If that sounds a bit
dry, it was.
So I moved sideways to the market research
area. That was really interesting as I now had
to consult with staff and management across
the business on modelling methodology and
data issues, critique others’ research, and
manage ongoing studies that tracked
customer relationship and competitive
activity
information
across
the
telecommunications market.
At the time, it was critical to understand how
the company was viewed in the marketplace,
how the competitors were viewed and what
they were up to. I quickly learned there can
be a big difference between reality and
perceptions!
In producing summary reports for the board
of directors, I also learned the value of using
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non-technical
explanations
and
communicating using terminology they were
familiar with (like ‘average’, rather than
‘mean’).
After three years in Telstra, I thought a stint in
the public sector doing research to inform
policy might be the go. So I joined the
Productivity Commission and liked it so much
I’m still there 13 years later! At ‘the
Commission’, I have usually undertaken
research as part of a team of economists.
The projects I have worked on have
investigated a range of policy-relevant issues
including regional economic adjustments,
formulas to reduce tariffs on imports,
modelling water trade, the National Reform
Agenda, migration and population growth,
and the Vocational Education and Training
workforce and reforms to the VET Sector.
My latest project identifies the distinct
patterns in education and labour market
activities of a sample of Australians over a 10
year period, and I am thinking about how
these experiences link to eventual outcomes.
So, I will be busy for a while yet.
2. What are some of your researching
highlights?
There have been many highlights over the
years, but these are a few that others might
identify with.

Sometimes you can find answers (or
inspiration) in the strangest places — other
fields of study (like borrowing analytical
techniques from microbiology rather than
econometrics), other people (when you talk
about your work) or just from life.
Own and promote what you do and always do
your best: quality beats quantity hands down!

Real Data Starts of
Messy

4. What is the most important research
lesson you have learned?

You need to really
understand your data, what it
measures, and the likely
effects of what’s (probably)
been done to it.

What — just one? If you can’t explain it to a
five year old, you don’t understand it — just
being able to push the button doesn’t mean
you know what the button is doing (or that
it’s the right button to use).
In case I can have more lessons (because I
was very naïve when I started out!) the
following list covers most aspects of the
research process:


Real data starts off messy! You need to
really understand your data, what it
measures, and the likely effects of
what’s (probably) been done to it (e.g.
the ‘cleaning’ process, imputations, the
use of ‘best guesses’).



Torturing the data always takes longer
than you thought it would, so allow a
buffer when planning your project.



Check, check and check again! It’s just
too embarrassing to find mistakes that
could have been avoided by checking
your work.



Sometimes your research has to change
direction as you find out new things,
especially when there is not much other
research (or theory) on your topic. Much
like a maze, the ‘best’ way forward is not
always easy to see in advance. I quite
like Einstein’s take on this: ‘If we knew
what we were doing, it wouldn’t be
called research, would it?’.



In writing research papers, find the
answer then tell a story — there’s a big
difference between documenting all the
things you found out along the way and
writing a story for the reader.

My very first paper. You just can’t beat that
feeling of seeing your name for the first time
on something ‘finished’.
My first publication (which was from my
Master’s thesis). In the olden days we were
sent ‘reprints’ (hardcopies) of our articles
from the journals. Receiving one with my
name on it made me feel famous!
All those ‘aha!!!’ (or in some cases ‘d’oh!!!’)
moments — like when you FINALLY work out
how to get the data to answer your questions
and/or what those answers really mean!
Presenting research to influential/important
non-specialists (like senior managers,
directors or ‘industry people’) — when you
have to be non-technical so they ‘get’ what
you are on about.
give

And finally: all things are difficult before
they are easy, and nothing worth doing
is easy!

Be curious and persistent. Never stop learning
(especially from your mistakes).

5. In what kind of environment have you
done your best research work?



3.
What advice
aspiring researchers?

would

you

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Jane Fry
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Sometimes you can
find answers (or
inspiration) in the
strangest places.

In the early stages of my career, I used to like
working after dark — when there were no
interruptions. But that was in the days before
mass availability (and use) of email (not to
mention the internet and social networking)!
Nowadays I work during the daylight and just
shut the door, turn off the distractions and
switch the phone to silent!

typos. Once I have something down on paper,
I can move to the computer and not have to
fear the ‘staring at the empty sheet’ problem.

I like to have the same routine, so I try to use
the same environment and resources. That
usually means a desktop computer (I hate
laptop keyboards and can’t live without a
mouse) for most tasks.

For more details about Jane Fry, please visit:

When I write, I often use pen and paper to
begin with, so I don’t get distracted by playing
around with formatting, fonts, layout and

By the time I have copy-typed a few
sentences or headings, I’m usually ‘in the
zone’ and will have forgotten everything else
(including eating!).

ResearchGate: www.researchgate.net/profile/
Jane_Fry/?ev=hdr_xprf
LinkedIn: http://au.linkedin.com/pub/janefry/73/674/587

Calls for 2014 Education Track: Submissions and Reviewers
Calls for 2014 ANZMAC Education Track: Submissions and Reviewers
Are you interested in education in the field of marketing? Or interested in reviewing papers
for the marketing education stream at an upcoming conference? I am the co-chair for the
Marketing Education track for the Australia and New Zealand Marketing Education
(ANZMAC) Conference for 2014. Details of this conference, hosted by Griffith University and
held in Brisbane December 1-3, can be found here: ANZMAC 2014.
My co-chair is Professor Don Bacon, who, amongst other roles, is the current editor for the
Journal of Marketing Education. This journal is ranked B on both the ABDC and 2010 ERA
listings.
Women and Research members might want to start thinking about submitting. And if you
are interested in reviewing for this conference track please let me know.
I look forward to hearing from you! Angela
RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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Crafting A Narrative by Dr Larissa Bamberry
Communication strategies for early to midcareer researchers
We all know that communicating our research
is an important part of our work as
academics.
Communicating our work
connects us to other members of our
academic community, it showcases our skills
and knowledge and most importantly it can
lead to making new connections and
developing new research projects. A key
strategy for communicating your research is
developing a coherent narrative about your
work.
In some ways, crafting a coherent narrative
about your work may seem obvious and it
may be something that you do subconsciously or without much thought. But
frequently, when we are at the early-career to
mid-career stage we find that we are so busy
doing research and writing it up that we don’t
stop to reflect how we got to where we are or
where we should go next.
If we don’t stop to think strategically about
our projects and directions there is a danger
that we can drift from one project to the next
without building up a coherent description of
our interests and goals. This could be a
future handicap when applying for Category
One grant funding later in your career.
Personally, I recently realised that I have been
drawn into a number of different research
projects over the last few years including
projects that have focused on gender and
casualisation, globalisation, the work of
nurses, teachers, aged care workers, work life
balance in regional Victoria, skill shortages,
labour markets, training markets and regional
development. On the face of it these topics
seem disconnected and not neatly supportive
of a cohesive narrative of my research career.
Taking some time to reflect on these various
projects and also reflecting on the fact that
it’s about eight years since completing my
PhD thesis and I can no-longer call myself an
early career researcher, but at the same time
I don’t feel like a mid-career researcher yet, I
decided that it was time to be a bit more
strategic about my research narrative. I asked
myself:
1. What are the common themes
throughout these projects?
2. What are the links between the projects?
3. What are the gaps that have been missed
in this research?

I could see that gender was an ongoing
theme throughout my work, and that work on
particular occupations or regions was part of
a bigger question of how labour markets and
to some extent training markets, contribute
to gender relationships in Australian society.
But there were also gaps in the research
projects. In particular, two large projects I
had worked on, for the Centre for Sustainable
Organisations and Work, had focused on the
impact of economic restructuring on
employment in the electricity generation and
manufacturing sectors – two highly maledominated industries that were considered
key to economic growth in the Latrobe and
Geelong regions of Victoria.

The Key Message
It is much easier to
communicate my research
interests and experiences if I
can tell a story to others
about how and why I got to
where I am.

There were of course gender aspects of these
research projects, but they were primarily
focused on the work, employment and
labour. What was missing was the analysis of
the impact of economic restructuring on the
community in general and on the household
in particular. We really have been gathering
only half the data.
So the gap in my research narrative presented
me with something of an opportunity. The
opportunity was to design a specific project
to address the gap in our existing research. I
put together an application for three months
of research leave to take the time to re-visit
our research partners in these regions to fill
in the gaps, to discuss household and
community
responses
to
economic
restructuring. To support my research leave I
also submitted an application to the College
of Business Research Grant Scheme.
I was successful in both these applications,
and I put the success down to the fact that I
was able to show how this project would not
only be a worthwhile project on its own
merits, but that it would also contribute to
building my career research narrative.
My intention now is to use the time and
funds provided to publish particular papers
that will contribute to the research narrative,
but also to develop the project and build it
into an ARC or other Category One research
grant application in the future.
The key message arising out of this
experience for me is that it is much easier to
communicate my research interests and
experiences if I can tell a story to others
about how and why I got to where I am.
This process of crafting a narrative can also

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Dr Larissa Bamberry
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make it much more straightforward when it
comes to preparing grant and other
applications in the future.
So don’t forget to take the time to reflect
about your research and develop a coherent
narrative. It will pay dividends in the long
run.

Dr Larissa Bamberry is the HDR Coordinator
in the School of Management.
If you wish to speak with her about her
research, please call her on +61 3 9925 1455
or email larissa.bamberry@rmit.edu.au

Reverse Engineering Workshop

Professor Russell-Bennett
(left) and workshop
organiser Dr Angela Dobele.

In our last edition we presented Professor
Rebekah Russell-Bennett’s story on The
Reverse Engineering Approach to Journal
Writing.

Professor Russell-Bennett “tacit knowledge of
how to approach the writing of journals" and
thoroughly
appreciated
the
"various websites” and tips mentioned.

In November last year, The Centre for
Business Education Research (CBER), under
the auspices of Professor Sandra Jones, and
myself, were proud to present Professor
Russell-Bennett’s
Reverse
Engineering
workshop.

It appears that if we were to run this
workshop again next year we would need a
bigger room!

Attendees to this inaugural workshop were
positive in their feedback. Overall attendees
felt they had learned a lot and those lessons
were valuable in the longer term for research
activities and publications.

As a final comment, an attendee wondered if
the deconstruction process could be used to
tackle reviewers' feedback and comments
and suggested that the one day workshop
should be spread over several days or at a
writing retreat.

For example, one attendee said: “the deconstruction method helps break down the
journal writing process into stages so that it is
more do-able, and less overwhelming”.

Reverse Engineering
a Journal Article
The workshop has been road
tested in Australia and
internationally and proposes
the following benefits to
reverse engineering your
data/information set:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Another attendee felt that the reverse
engineering process was “very useful in
thinking about different ways of approaching
the writing task” and still another felt the
framework was helpful because “it makes so
much sense to reverse engineer the paper!”.
In particular, attendees said they enjoyed

Increased chance of
success (the ‘if it looks
like a duck’ principle);
Increased efficiency (the
‘don’t reinvent the
wheel’ principle);
Effective use of limited
resources (‘write it on a
shoestring’ principle);
Detailed steps for
designing your own
object (the ‘build it and
they will come’
principle).

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Pictured are two of the inaugural workshop
attendees, Associate Professor Cathy Bridgen
(left) and Dr Marion Steel.
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Thinking Theoretically (Or Trying To!)
Recently Professor Linda Price, from the
University of Arizona, presented her thoughts
on the impact of the publish or perish
mantra.

7.

My specific research objectives are…

8.

My methodology for answering these
questions is…

The sampling frame is…

The research boundaries are
defined as…

The basic procedures for data
collection that I will use include…

The basic procedures for data
analysis that I will use include…

9.

This is the appropriate research
approach because…

My approach is better than
previous work because…

My approach enables answers to
my specific research objectives
because…

Professor Price suggests that the happiest
people do not pursue happiness, the most
profitable companies are not profit oriented
and the wealthiest people are not the most
materialistic.
Professor Price told us that the most
successful academics do not have publishing
or tenure as their goals and the best students
do not ask ‘what does it take to get an A?’.
During Professor Price’s presentation, she
suggested ten tools for thinking theoretically
and uncovering possible worlds.
She
encouraged us all to create, nurture and play
with our ideas.
Professor Price proposed we think of our
theories as stories. A theory is a story about
why acts, events, structure and thoughts
occur.
Theory itself is a continuum or process, and
concepts give shape to theory. Relationships
specify the process through which the theory
becomes a living organism.

10. Some surprising findings we may learn
from my research are…
So next time you are planning, revising or
editing your research, think about these ten
tips.
For more details about Professor Price’s
research or career, please visit http://
marketing.eller.arizona.edu/faculty/lprice.asp

Professor Price gave us Ten Questions for
thinking about our research:
1.

The purpose of my research is…

2.

The practical importance of this research
is…

3.

The theoretical significance of this
research is…

4.

Theory has suggested these basic ideas
relevant to my research:

The most important constructs for
my research are…

These constructs are related to
each other in the following ways…

5.

Other research has
substantiated…

6.

What we don’t know is…

My research is different from
previous work because…

My research extends theory and
previous research because…

been empirically

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

The Top 10
Create, nurture and play with
your ideas.
The end result is not the
reason for the travel.
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Planning Ways To Make Your Research Happen
by Dr Tseen Khoo

Research Grants
What I wanted to write about
in this article is thinking
broadly about funding your
research, and creating a
research plan for it.

If I had a dollar for every time a researcher
declared: “But why didn’t I know about this
funding scheme? It’s perfect for my
research!...”
In the depths of ARC Linkage and Future
Fellowships (and other ‘major’ schemes), I
often think of the myriad other schemes out
there that require less of their applications,
that prioritise different aspects of the
research project or the research team.
What I wanted to write about is thinking
broadly about funding your research, and
creating a research plan for it.

2. Don’t overlook internal funding!
3. Research the research that funding bodies
want.
Other things you should consider when
making a grants calendar:
1. What are your institution’s internal
submission dates?
2. Do you need funding from other sources
before you’re allowed to apply for that
particular scheme?
3. Pitching one or two worked up projects
can save you time and make your grant
writing fairly efficient for a couple of
years.

To flesh these out, here are some ways to
ease the grant application anxiety each year.
It’s particularly relevant for early career
researchers who are looking to get on board
the grants carousel.

And the final piece of advice I have for
planning on how to get your research
funded? Write early, write often. Grant
applications, that is.

1. Familiarise yourself with the grants that
researchers in your field tend to get.

For the full story please visit: http://
theresearchwhisperer.wordpress.com/2013/1
1/06/make-your-research-happen/

Congratulations!
Congratulations to two School of Economics,
Finance and Marketing staff who were
awarded ARC funding for 2014!

Tomorrow’s
Researchers Today
Two School of Economics,
Finance and Marketing staff
are kicking some serious
goals.

Dr Stephanie Schurer was awarded an
Australian Research Council Discovery Early
Career Researcher Award (DECRA) for her
project titled, "Exceptional upward mobility
against all odds: Non-cognitive skills and early
-childhood disadvantage".
This is the first ever DECRA in The College of
Business and a huge achievement! Stephanie
now joins Professor Jason Potts in our school
as a fully funded ARC researcher.
Dr Preety Srivastava, in conjunction with coresearchers at Curtin University) was awarded
an ARC Discovery Grant.
Both successful ladies and their projects are
featured here.
Dr Schurer’s project is called "Exceptional
upward mobility against all odds: Noncognitive
skills
and
early-childhood

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

disadvantage".
In Dr Schurer’s research project she will
analyse the factors that lead children from
disadvantaged backgrounds to exceed
beyond expectations the social/economic
achievements of their parents and
grandparents.
By social mobility Dr Schurer is referring to
individuals who were the first in their family
to get a university degree or to become a
successful entrepreneur. One part of the
project will be dedicated towards quantifying
the phenomenon of exceptional upward
mobility across several countries.
Another part of the project will investigate
the common factors involved in upward
mobility. Dr Schurer hypothesises that it is
not only intelligence but certain belief
systems and personality traits that shape the
lifetime choices of these social pioneers.
A crucial part of the project is to ask whether
and when these belief systems and
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personality traits can be influenced. In this
project she will use both "borrowed" data
from several sources (e.g. nationally
representative longitudinal surveys and
various cohort studies) and primary data
which will be collected from first-year
students.
The outcomes of this project will provide (a)
an alternative measure of quantifying the
degree of inequality in a society, and (b) ideas
to shape new policies to boost opportunities
for socially disadvantaged children.
Dr Stefi Schurer

The ARC DECRA stands for Discovery Early
Career Research Award and finances 200
projects annually, four of which were given to
economists Australia-wide. The award covers
salary, travel costs, and a PhD student
scholarship for three years, and therefore Dr
Schurer can concentrate on research only
with neither teaching nor administrative
responsibilities. It is a great opportunity for
an early career researcher.
When asked how she was successful, Dr
Schurer is modest, suggesting it is difficult to
say. The probability of getting such an award
is about 10%, so it is very low. Dr Schurer
believes she is just very lucky! But one of her
recommendations to early career researchers
is to focus on consistency (in terms of topics)
and quality in their publications (less with
quality is more!), and to get feedback from as
many people as possible for their grant
application.
For more information about Dr Stefi Schurer’s
research,
please
visit
www.stefanieschurer.com

Dr Preety Srivastava

Dr Preety Srivastava’s project is called
“Modelling health: Reporting behaviour and
mis-classification using survey data”.

over the next three years to model
misreporting in surveys that deal with
sensitive issues. Empirical models based on
large scale survey data sets are used by
health economists to inform policymakers.
However, in the case of sensitive topics such
as drug taking, sexual behaviour and mental
health, survey respondents have an incentive
to misreport activities regarded as being
socially undesirable, illegal or which are
associated with perceived social stigma.
Misreporting potentially leads to inaccurate
estimates of the prevalence of such
behaviours and in turn raises concerns
regarding how such information can be used
to inform policymaking.
The researchers will develop a general
approach to handling, accounting and
quantifying
the
extent
of
such
mismeasurement and apply it to several areas
where the potential for misinformation is
high.
This project’s statistical approach for
overcoming misreporting will thus enhance
the quality of research and the value of
outcomes available to policymakers.
Dr Srivastava’s research interests centre on
applied economics and econometrics with
applications in areas such as recreational drug
consumption, health and health service
utilisation, and labour.
Dr Srivastava’s has published in a number of
high quality journals and has previously been
a CI on a NHMRC Project Grant (2010-2012:
$434K). For more information about Dr
Preety Srivastava’s research please visit
http://www.rmit.edu.au/
browse;ID=hbsw51fi0qze.

Dr Srivastava’s and her team have been
awarded a $350,000 ARC Discovery Project

Dr Dobele is an academic research professional with a passion for word of mouth (wom) marketing, from traditional face-to-face through to social
media and electronic wom. Her research interests extend to marketing education and education issues including academic workload and student
performance.
Dr Dobele is an experienced quantitative and qualitative researcher who has published 45+ papers. In the field of wom, she has contributed to the
understanding of the key drivers of positive wom and the organisational strategies that facilitate it. She is currently developing a framework to assist
commercial marketers improve the effectiveness of blogs and micro-blogs: building on co-creation and collaboration to communicate with loyal and
passionate community members.
In the field of education Dr Dobele is currently working with Griffith University’s Professor Sharyn Rundle-Thiele to develop an understanding of the full
impact of ERA and the differences in academic workload and performance on promotion.
Dr Dobele has developed strong links with industry with a commitment to bridging the relationship between practitioners and academia. Her current
industry contacts include tourism, life insurance and blood donation.

